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REVIEW OF ESSAYS INTO LITERACY
by Julie Ashcraft

As Smith says, " ... undue concern with
transcription can interfere with composition,
the creative and exploratory aspect of
writing which is, of course, its major value to
the writer." Smith takes the view that every
child can learn to write and come to enjoy it.
To explain why there are so few writers and so
many who dislike writing, Smith returns again
and again to the misconception that students
must write perfectly, without error.
Overall, Smith gives teachers much food
for thought. He does not tout the contents of
this book to be a panacea for reading and
writing instruction. Rather, it is a challenge to
teachers to review and reassess some
commonly practiced theories and methods.
Essays into Literacy is not just a good
"read", it is an opportunity to think.

Books about reading should help teachers
clear up misconceptions concerning reading
and writing instruction. Frank Smith 's Essays
into Literacy does just that.
In his book, Smith highlights some of these
basic misconceptions about reading in a
chapter titled "T we Ive Easy Ways to Make
Learning to Read Difficult". One of these
" easy" ways is to insist upon accuracy.
However, accuracy is not the key to successful
reading comprehension. A child can read
"word perfect" but not receive any meaning.
As Smith states, " fluent readers do not read
words, they read meanings".
The idea that there is a "right" reading
method is another misconception. Smith calls
for a moratorium on searching for the best
reading method, emphasizing the need to
trust teacher intuition in making instructional
choices. Smith 's rationale is the more
teachers learn about the reading process, the
better they will be at devising methods for
helping students become better readers.
Writing and commonly held
misconceptions about writing are also
discussed in this book. One misconception is
that writing is speech plus handwriting,
spelling, and punctuation. Smith makes a very
good point that writers can record
experiences without mechanical correctness.
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